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Johanna Spyri's famous story of Heidi abridged for German language students. Includes PDF text

with line by line translation. Includes German-English audio, English-German audio, German only

audio.
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A good way to brush up on my German while reading this classic which is much better than the

movie. I only wish the paragraphs were shorter to make it easier to compare the English and

German.

As a not-too-bad-German-speaker, I appreciate this book for its ability to refresh my reading and

speaking skills of German (okay, Swiss German). Some paragraphs are long in both Gernan and

English. I would have preferred these to be split into smaller sections, to see both languages on the

same page. I read the paragraphs out loud in English, then in German, to my children who are

catching on to the rhythm and sounds of German. Great for quality time with the kids, on cold

evenings around the fire.

I love this story. It was one of the first that we would read to our small children at night before

bedtime. They loved it, too.This dual language format is perfect for practicing German reading.

There is a paragraph of English followed by the same paragraph in German. Both are in the same

font (although the English is in bold which I don't like). As another reviewer stated, I would prefer



that the longer paragraphs be broken up in order that I could see the English and matching German

on the same page. I view this on my Android with the Kindle App.

I had never read Heidi as a child, so when I started to learn German I looked for some first readers

and found this. What I like is that its broken into a paragraph of two in German than in English, If

you're new to German it will be to advance but you will be surprised how many words you will

recognize. It is a book to progress with. And the story is timeless.

A great book to practice on if you are practicing your German. Not good for the total beginner - you

should have some comfort with the language before tackling this one. The translation is before each

paragraph. I read the book in English as a kid, it's fun to be able to read the original now.
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